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the theatrical version runs about an hour longer than the hd disc, and features several exclusive
featurettes that make up about an hour, all of which can be accessed from the menu. the new

material includes a look at the costumes, the sets, and historical aspects of the production, along
with an interview with screenwriter david koepp and co-screenwriter akiva goldsman. both movies
feature the exact same picture quality, and i'm not sure why the extra material on the blu-ray was
included unless it was a way to provide the new disc with a content boost. i can't say this for the

remaining extras, as i didn't see anything new; but two of the new online features are left over from
the dvd. the 'book it!' feature allows you to navigate through a book version of the movie as a fly-by,
while you can watch previously-seen segments on certain subjects. the unconnected 'text of angels
& demons' is an online version of the brief book discussion written by langdon (david niven) after

receiving his grail revelation. as for the five supplements, they're as follows: thriller fans get a treat
with this 4k edition, as it has been trimmed from the 2-hour and 53 minute theatrical cut (which is

almost an hour shorter) and includes a chunk of footage that was deleted during the original
theatrical run. the new disc also provides a few helpful extras that boost the film's video-based

entertainment. animatic, creating the character of robert langdon, the making of angels & demons,
documentaries, deleted scenes and storyboard: joseph o'brien, the vatican, the piazza navona, the
tourist, rialto bridge, altar of light and prophecy, monastery of sant'angelo, cathedrals of the world,
the palazzo vecchio, the sumptuous palazzo dei congressi. this supplementary material covers 14 of
the film's most pivotal sequences in considerable detail, which also includes alternate camera angles

and basic storyboards for the deleted scenes. the digi-pack also includes two featurettes - the
cardinals - an interview with the members of the college of cardinals, and the pope - an interview

with benedict xvi. the original theatrical version of the film, as it appeared in theaters, includes a few
minutes of previously unseen footage on the disc.
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'angels & demons' is an attempt to do what
'the da vinci code' succeeded in doing -

make a bible-themed mystery fiction with
enough cynical humor to make you laugh,

tug your heartstrings, keep you coming back
for more. with 'angels & demons' the movie
proves that with every season comes a new
foe for charles (tom hanks). lesser culprits of

religious fanaticism remain a common
threat, but when langdon and vetra discover
an ancient code that predicts the future and

unearths the whereabouts of the world's
most notorious killers, charles must go up
against forces far more diabolical than the

catholic church. the new blu-ray transfer has
the devils missing a few shots, with robert

langdon and the rest of the cast choosing to
duck behind cover when they should, rather

than sticking their heads out and getting
shot. but the film looks better than any

previous release, yet there are still some
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scattered areas that lack clarity. at times the
picture breaks apart into unwanted

fragments as the camera explores different
angles and vantage points, resulting in some

split screens and fish-eye effects. colors
seem subdued when some of the greens pop
out the most, and light scenes feature duller
greens and blues. the image may not be as
sharp as the previous dvd, but it's still more

than adequate. blacks look robust, and
image detail impresses, boasting noticeable

contrast and a good amount of texture.
video quality is the best it's been since the
two-disc dvd release in 2009. the first disc
offers both the theatrical version and an

extended edition, along with a digital copy.
anamorphic widescreen is used for both

versions, which are presented in 1080i hd
with a dts-hd master audio 5.1 surround

track. the second disc offers a high-definition
blu-ray with the same presentation.
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